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Happy at Hannah’s Hope

In 2013 we had an idea. Every
year when visiting homes of
our scholarship students we
would encounter caring and
loving family members doing
their best to provide the basic
needs for the children under
their care. We were able to
see the great pride they had in
their children who were
getting the opportunity to
secure a good education
through Joining Hearts and
Hands. We also were able to
see that the elders wanted to
learn how to read and write. It
was never spoken but there
was a visceral feeling that this
was so.
Joanne had been working
with a widow’s group for
several years in Butere,
Kenya. We thought that this
would be a good group to ask
if they would like to learn
how to read and write. The
response was overwhelmingly
positive. The next steps, we
thought, would be
straightforward: Contact the
local education office, get the
curriculum, secure the
teachers and finally book the
classroom space. As we began
this process, the women told
Joanne, “We want to learn to
read and write, but we cannot
see.” This gave us pause.
Now what do we do? After
some thought, we decided to
visit a Lion’s Club member in

Kisumu. We met with Lion
Barat in hopes of getting
donated reading glasses. To
our surprise, Barat said that
reading glasses will do no
good. The problem is
cataracts. It turns out that
cataracts are a major problem
in an area with so much sun
and so little eye protection.
We had to go back to the
drawing board. Barat

Hospital we would set aside a
Sunday and provide eye exams,
reading glasses, prescription
drugs and most importantly cataract surgeries. The donor (Joining
Hearts and Hands) would provide
volunteers, the venue, meals for
the doctors and nurses, publicity,
money for surgeries, reading
glasses and drugs. The meeting at
Sabatia in 2013 took place on a
Wednesday. I asked when we

Pre and Post Surgeries at the JHH 2016 Eye Clinic

Over 1500 people at the JHH 2018 Eye Camp in Malava, Kenya
immediately suggested an Eye could sponsor an Eye Camp. The
Camp.
reply: “This Sunday!!” We
thought he was kidding. He wasn’t.
“We Want to Learn to In fact, we immediately put posters
Read and Write, But together, and had villagers paste
them all over Butere. They promWe Cannot See.”
ised us at the hospital that it would
be a success.
“What’s an Eye Camp? were
the first words out of my
Continued on Page 3
mouth. Barat explained that
working with Sabatia Eye
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Joanne working the pharmacy at the 6th annual
JHH Eye Camp

Operating Theatre at Sabatia Eye Hospital where 170
patients were operated on at the JHH Eye Camp

Hannah’s Hope Grads Daisey, Valery and Vincent now
sponsored in High School by JHH

Every girl at St. Mary Magdalene
Orphanage received a new dress courtesy of
the Cardona family’s quilter friends

Joining Hearts & Hands, Ltd.
6944 Benedict Beach
Hamlin, NY 14464
Phone: 585-377-8298
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wcala@rochester.rr.com
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Web:
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Joanne Cala
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A new project at Mang’uliro Secondary will be to
replace this unhealthy, smoke-filled kitchen.

Mang’uliro students reading pen-pal letters
from Northwood Elementary in Hilton and
getting ready to write back.
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The Story of Eye Camps (Continued)

“..JHH has
given sight to
over 600 in
5 years”
Sticker indicates surgery on left eye
We had our venue (the school we built at
Lufumbo), we secured our volunteers
(Lufumbo teachers and JHH graduates)
and were ready to start. Opening of the
camp was set for 8:00 a.m.. We arrived at
6 a.m. to prepare. To our astonishment,
hundreds of people were already waiting
in line. By the end of the day we had
processed over 1000 patients, distributed
several hundred pairs of reading glasses,
hundreds of prescription medications and
performed 120 cataract surgeries. We
were amazed!
It was such a life-altering experience that

we made a decision to hold an Eye
Camp every year. The rest is history.
This year was our sixth Eye Camp. It
was held in Malava, Kenya on
September 30, 2018. We processed
1,500 patients, distributing 328 pairs of
reading glasses, hundreds of prescription drugs and 170 cataract surgeries. It
was our biggest camp to date.
In our 5 years and 6 camps, JHH has
given sight to over 600 Kenyans. We
have provided thousands of pairs of
reading glasses and provided much
needed medications for chronic eye
problems.

Children Receive Necessary Surgery Too!

We cannot do this without you. Your donations and kind hearts have made this a reality.
Asante Sana!!!!

Thanks always for your generosity!

Sponsor a Student Today!
Here is what only $500 per year
provides:




A full year of High School Education
Educational Supplies
A life with hope!
Don’t Delay! Send a check today and give
Africa a bright future!

Joanne and Bill with Velma and Pauline, two of nearly 520 students
that you’ve supported through the JHH scholarship program

Joining Hearts and Hands
6944 Benedict Beach
Hamlin, New York 14464
www.joiningheatsandhands.org

So many ways to help!

Tired of buying gifts that no one needs or wants for the holidays?? Why not consider a family donation?
It’s a great way to share your love with children in Africa who have so little.


Talk to your employers. Since
we are a 501 (c) 3 non-profit
many companies will provide
matching funds.



Talk to your employer to be a
corporate sponsor.



Set up a presentation with your
club, church or group.

Joining Hearts and Hands is an IRS
approved 501 ( c ) 3 . There are no
local personnel costs for Joining
Hearts and Hands. Bill and Joanne
Cala take no salaries and pay for all of
their accommodations and travel
expenses both here and in Africa.
Your tax deductible gifts go directly
to the children.

